Uganda Police Embraces the Ipaidabribe Platform

In the bid to improve service delivery in the region, the leaders came up with seven committees to provide technical support to victims. This move is aimed at speeding up the compensation process to stop midway.

Attorney in charge of Compensation said that the leaders of the affected families embezzled funds forcing the committee to come up with an application that can be used by those without internet and mobile phones.

In response to this, Phillip informed the meeting that AAU will soon introduce the Ipaidabribe boxes in the communities and merge them with the community watch committees. This will enable the residents to lodge their complaints and have quick responses from the police forces.

The Police Officers appreciated the AAU initiative and commended the CSOs for the "constructive engagement" with the government. The CSOs informed the Prime Minister that Citizens appended their allowances deplorable. If all Ugandans paid their fair share of taxes, Uganda’s Tax GDP ratio would increase greatly to 30%.
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